We present a corpus of spoken dialogues between students and an adaptive Wizard-of-Oz tutoring system, in which student uncertainty was manually annotated in real-time. We detail the corpus contents, including speech files, transcripts, annotations, and log files, and we discuss possible future uses by the computational linguistics community as a novel resource for studying naturally occurring user affect and adaptation in complex spoken dialogue systems.
Introduction
Within research on spoken dialogue systems, many promising results have been reported for automatically detecting user affective states (e.g., Vidrascu and Devillers, 2005; Batliner et al., 2003; Shafran et al., 2003) ). The larger goal of this work is to improve spoken dialogue system performance by automatically adapting to user affect. The achievement of this goal could be significantly aided by studying affectannotated corpora between users and spoken dialogue systems. However, to date only a few such corpora have been reported or made publicly available to the computational linguistics community. For example, while the HUMAINE project 1 contains a large collection of publicly available emotional speech corpora, very few contain naturally occurring human-computer dialogues (e.g. (Batliner et al., 2004; Walker et al., 2001; Ang et al., 2002) ). Moreover, only the DARPA Communicator corpus uses English; it contains dialogues in the travel-planning (i.e. form-filling) domain, and user turns are annotated for frustration and annoyance. To support further research towards the development of effective affect-adaptive systems, this paper presents another affect-annotated spoken dialogue system corpus, which uses English and reflects a complex human-computer interaction domain and new affect annotation. This Uncertainty Corpus contains spoken dialogues between students and a Wizard-of-Oz spoken dialogue tutoring system. The corpus was collected in a controlled experiment, in which student uncertainty was manually annotated in real-time by a human "Wizard", and was automatically adapted to in the experimental condition. This corpus is publicly available for scientific purposes (by request) through the Pittsburgh Science of Learning Center's Datashop 2 . We first describe the corpus collection. We then detail the corpus contents, including speech files, transcripts, annotations, and log files. Finally we discuss future uses by ourselves and the wider computational linguistics community as a novel resource for studying naturally occurring user affect and adaptation 1 http://emotion-research.net 2 https://learnlab.web.cmu.edu/datashop/index.jsp in complex (e.g. non-form filling) dialogue systems.
WOZ-TUT: Adaptive Wizard-of-Oz Spoken Dialogue Tutoring System
In prior work we developed ITSPOKE (Intelligent Tutoring SPOKEn dialogue system) . ITSPOKE tutors students in 5 qualitative physics problems. The dialogue manager uses a finite state paradigm; tutor responses (next states) are based on the correctness of the student answer (transitions between states). We've begun enhancing ITSPOKE to respond to student affect 3 over and above correctness, and are initially targeting student uncertainty for two reasons. First, it occurred more often than other student affective states in our dialogues (Forbes-Riley and Litman, 2008) . Second, although most tutoring systems respond based only on student (in)correctness, tutoring researchers view both incorrectness and uncertainty as signals of "learning impasses"; i.e. as opportunities for the student to engage in constructive learning (Craig et al., 2004; VanLehn et al., 2003) . This view provides a straightforward adaptation hypothesis to test: Responding to student uncertainty in the same way as incorrectness should significantly increase learning, by providing students with knowledge to bridge their uncertainty impasses. Implementing this adaptation involved changing the next state transitions in the dialogue manager to depend on the answer's combined correctness and uncertainty value. That is, all uncertain+correct answers were treated as incorrect (uncertain+incorrect answers already are treated as incorrect). We implemented this adaptation in a Wizard of Oz version of our ITSPOKE system that tutors only one physics problem. In this paper we will refer to this system as "WOZ-TUT". In WOZ-TUT, a few system components are re- placed by a human "wizard". The wizard performs speech recognition, correctness annotation, and uncertainty annotation, for each student answer. In this way, we tested the upper bound performance of the uncertainty adaptation hypothesis without any potentially negative impact of automated versions of these three tasks. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the wizard's interface during the experiment. The physics problem is shown in the upper left box. A history of the text of the tutor turns is shown in the upper right box. The student turns aren't shown because they are spoken. Upon hearing each student answer, the Wizard annotates whether the answer is correct or uncertain in the lower right checkboxes. 4 Note that these correctness and uncertainty judgments are both binary. In other words, a "correct" answer may be either partially and fully correct, while a "nonuncertain" answer may be either certain or neutral for certainty (Forbes-Riley and Litman, 2008) . These checkbox values are sent to the dialogue manager to determine the WOZ-TUT's response. In the lower left checkboxes, the Wizard annotates whether the answer that is heard is one that is "anticipated" by the system (specific responses to anticipated answers are authored in the system, while all other answers receive the same "unanticipated" response); these anticipated answers are logged for future analysis.
Experimental Design
The experiment had 3 conditions, designed to test whether our uncertainty adaptation would improve system perfor-mance (e.g. student learning). For use in these 3 conditions, the WOZ-TUT dialogue manager was parameterized, so that it could adapt contingently on the student state of uncertain+correct as discussed above, or randomly, or not at all.
In the experimental condition, the WOZ-TUT dialogue manager adapted to student uncertainty by treating all uncertain+correct student answers as incorrect. In the first control condition, the WOZ-TUT dialogue manager did not adapt to uncertainty (uncertainty was merely logged); it only treated incorrect answers as incorrect. In the second control condition, the WOZ-TUT dialogue manager did not respond to uncertainty (uncertainty was merely logged), but it did treat a percentage of random correct answers as incorrect, to control for the additional tutoring in the experimental condition. This percentage was toggled during the experiment to be similar to the percentage of uncertain+correct answers adapted to in the experimental condition.
Figures 2-3 illustrate how the WOZ-TUT responses differ across conditions. In both figures, STUDENT 1 is uncertain+correct. In Figure 2 , TUTOR 2 asks an additional remediation question to remediate the student's uncertainty (experimental condition). In Figure 3 , TUTOR 2 does not ask this remediation question (first control condition). An example from the second control condition is not shown because the treatment of any correct student answer will depend on whether it was randomly selected to receive the uncertainty adaptation. For example, in the second control condition, STUDENT 1 would be treated as shown in Figure 2 if it were randomly selected to receive the uncertainty adaptation, otherwise it would be treated as shown in Figure [uncertain+correct] TUTOR 2 : Okay. As we have seen, if a falling object has an acceleration of 9.8m/s 2 , that means that its velocity changes by 9.8m/s every second. So if a second after it began falling the object's velocity is 9.8m/s, a second later its velocity will be 9.8m/s+9.8m/s=19.6m/s. So what will its velocity be a second after it is 19.6m/s? STUDENT 2 : Um. I'm thinking. Twenty nine point four meters per second. The experimental procedure for collecting the Uncertainty Corpus was as follows. 60 subjects were randomly assigned to the 3 conditions, except that conditions were genderbalanced. The subjects were native English speakers who had not taken college-level physics. Each subject: 1) read background physics material; 2) completed a pretest; 3) used a web/voice interface to work through one physics problem with a version of WOZ-TUT (depending on condition); 4) completed a posttest; 5) worked a second problem isomorphic to the first problem with the non-adaptive WOZ-TUT (from the first control condition). We discuss uses of this isomorphic second problem in Section 5. 
Uncertainty Corpus Description
The resulting Uncertainty Corpus consists of 120 digitally recorded (.ogg format) dialogues from 60 students, totaling approximately 20 hours of dialogue. The tutor turn text sent to the text-to-speech synthesis was recorded in the log files, as were the correctness and uncertainty annotations of the student turns (labeled by the Wizard). The student turns were transcribed manually in separate files by professional transcribers after the experiment. These transcriptions include the turn text and endpoints, as well as punctuation and annotation of disfluencies and non-syntactic questions (the "??" in STUDENT 1 , Figures 2-3) . Transcription documentation is available with the corpus distribution. Table 1 provides further corpus details. lem, one-way ANOVAs with pair-wise Tukey post-hoc analysis showed no significant difference between any of the three conditions in number of correct answers, uncertain answers, or uncertain+correct answers. A one-way ANOVA also showed no significant difference in the experimental (Exp) and second control (Ctrl2) conditions between the number of correct answers that received the adaptation. This confirms there was no experimenter bias. As shown in the last results row in the "Problem 1" section of Table 2 , 36% of the random correct answers that received the adaptation in the second control (Ctrl2) condition were uncertain; thus 64% of these adapted-to answers were nonuncertain.
Uses of the Uncertainty Corpus
We see numerous uses of the Uncertainty corpus by ourselves and the wider computational linguistics community. Two potential uses are discussed below. One use of the Uncertainty corpus is to compare system performance across conditions and isolate any impact of the affect adaptation. This use is relevant to researchers engaged in affect-adaptive spoken dialogue system development and evaluation. To date we have performed preliminary system performance analyses across conditions; further comparative analyses are on-going. These analyses fall into two main types. For our first analysis of system performance, we have performed statistical comparisons of student learning gains across conditions using our pretest and posttest scores as our learning metric. For example, in a two-way ANOVA with condition by repeated test measures design, there was a significant main effect for test phase (F(1,57) = 34.88, p = 0.000, MSe = 0.032), indicating that students in all conditions learned a significant amount during tutoring. However, there was no significant interaction effect between condition and test phase, indicating that how much students learned was not dependent on condition. Based on our results, we hypothesize that tutoring only one physics problem was not enough to enable our uncertainty adaptation to yield significant learning differences as measured by our pretest and posttest. We are now running a larger version of this experiment where students are tutored in five physics problems. Our second analysis of system performance uses the isomorphic second physics problem as another dialogue-based "test". In particular, we analyze how the uncertainty adaptation in the first problem impacted the quality and quantity of student answers in the isomorphic second problem. This analysis, which is ongoing, compares conditions on a variety of dialogue-based performance metrics extracted from the first and/or second problems. As one example, we have already investigated student answers in the second problem to only those tutor questions that were answered as correct+uncertain in the first problem, were adapted to with the uncertainty adaptation, and then were repeated in the test problem. In other words, we specifically investigated how students performed on repeated questions whose original answers were correct+uncertain and adapted to. This analysis thus compared only the experimental and second control conditions. A one-way ANOVA showed that in the experimental condition, a significantly higher proportion of these correct+uncertain answers became correct+nonuncertain in the second problem, as compared to the second control condition (F(1,33) = 4.343, p=.045). This result suggests that consistently adapting to uncertainty in correct student answers can decrease uncertainty in those answers, as compared to when the adaptation is given randomly. Our analysis of system performance will also include numerous other dialogue-based metrics, including differences in correctness, uncertainty, and turn length at different discourse structure depths; this discourse structure information is automatically available in our dialogues (ForbesRiley et al., 2008b) . We compare these and other metrics across conditions in (Forbes-Riley et al., 2008a) . A second use of the Uncertainty corpus is as a resource for analyzing prosody and other linguistic features of naturally occurring user affect in human-computer dialogue, particularly for use in automatic affect detection. For example, there has been significant prior research on the prosody of elicited or acted emotions (e.g. (Oudeyer, 2002; Liscombe et al., 2003) ); however, these results generally transfer poorly to naturally occurring emotions (Cowie and Cornelius, 2003; Batliner et al., 2003) . Thus recent research has focused on analyzing and detecting user affect in naturally occurring dialogue (e.g. (Vidrascu and Devillers, 2005; Batliner et al., 2003; Shafran et al., 2003) ). The Uncertainty corpus provides an additional resource for this active research area, because it makes available a large number of features derived from the speech files, transcripts, and log files. We have already shown that useful predictive models of student affect in general, and student uncertainty specifically, can be built using similar features available in our ITSPOKE corpora Ai et al., 2006) .
Summary
We presented the publicly available Uncertainty corpus, a collection of spoken tutoring dialogues between students and an adaptive Wizard-of-Oz spoken dialogue tutoring system, in which student uncertainty was manually annotated by the human Wizard. Uncertainty was also automatically adapted to in some dialogues. We overviewed the corpus collection and contents, including speech files, transcripts, manual uncertainty and correctness annotations, and log files. We discussed possible uses of this corpus by the computational linguistics community as a novel resource for studying naturally occurring user affect and affect adaptation in complex dialogue systems.
